
S.No. Event Name

Time 

Limit 

per team

No. of 

Participants
Timing Remarks

1 Rangoli 1 hr 2 Students Only 11.30-12.30 PM

1. Theme :SAVE EARTH.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

2.Size is 30*30 inches.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

3.Participants should bring their own accessories/material.

4.  Use of Dry Material (Only) is allowed. The participants will not be allowed to 

refer to any printed material and stencils etc. for preparing Rangoli.

5. Use of mobile phone is not allowed during the competition.                                                                                                          

6.Judgement would be on the basis of Creativity, Orientation Towards Theme, 

Aesthetic Appeal and Visual Impact.

2 Salad Making
1 hr 30 

Mins
2 Students Only 11.00-12.30 PM

1.Participants are requested to bring their own ingredients, cutlery, crockery for 

the presentation.                                                                                                                                                                       

2. The Presentation area for each team is 2*2 foot.                                                                                                                                                                 

3.  Judgement would be on the basis of Creativity,Base,taste,Garnish and 

Presentation  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

4. Use of mobile phone  and Recipe Book is not allowed during the competition.                                                                                 

3 Treasure Hunt 1 hr up to 5 Students 11.30 -12.30 PM

1 The participants should know how to use measuring tape.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

2. Calculator FX82-ms can only be used in the field. Use of mobile phone or any 

electronic gadget etc, is strictly prohibited during the contest by any 

participator.                                                                                                                                                                              

3. The starting point for each team will be different.

4. Measuring tapes will be supplied from the Civil Engineering department & the 

task must be completed within the given time. 

5 A team completing the given task in minimum time with maximum accuracy 

will be declared as the winner.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

NOTE:  The instruments to be handled very carefully. Fine will be imposed to 

the team in case of any type of damage to the instruments during the event. 

Tech - Symphonic - 2022 (List of Events, Rules and Timing)

Note: Reporting time for teams 8:30 AM sharp  (25/03/22)



4
On the Spot 

Photography
1 hr 1 Student Only 11.30- 12.30 PM

1. Theme will be given on the Spot.                                                                              

2. The participant has to capture 5 photographs on the theme 

3. Photos submitted must be at least 640 pixels on the shorter side, and no 

more than 2000 pixels on the longer side. Images should be no larger than 2MB. 

Photos must be in JPEG format

4. No mixing, matching or morphing of photographs will be permitted.                                                                                                                      

5. Software such as Photoshop etc. for enhancing images will not be permitted

5.  Judgement would be on the basis oftheme,  Impact, Composition,Spotting , 

Suitability and  Framing .

5 Solo Singing 3-4 Min. 1 Student Only 11.00-12:00 PM

1. Solo Singing Competition in Two Categories and Categories are: Hindi/English 

and Punjabi  Song                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

2. Choice of song is open to participants but song should not have any slangs or 

derogatory language

3. Participants must bring their own Instrument or Instrumental music  if  

required.

4 .  Time for stage/instruments settings is maximum 5 minutes                                                                                                                    

5.Judgmnet Criteria: Song Selection, Voice Quality, Rhythm, Clarity.

6 Solo Dance 3-4-Mins. 1 Student Only 11.00-12:00 PM

1. Participants should bring their songs in pen drive or CD in mp3 format. 

2. Vulgarity is not allowed. 

3; Props are allowed. No Props will be provided by host institute. 

4. Participants should deposit pen drive or CD at registration desk at 9:00 a.m                                                                                               

5. Judgment would be on the basis of Confidence, Coordination, Expressions, 

Costumes & Make up and Overall Performance. 

6. The participating teams are required to keep a backup of their songs/music 

etc. in pendrive, mobile phone in case of non functiong of CD due to any non-

readable format. 

7. The registered participants are required to contact Er. Harsh Kakkar (98765-

02401) , PA system coordinator for the submission of their song/music in the 

Main Auditorium.



7
Group 

Dance(Western)
4-6 Mins. 6-8 Students 

Reporting Time        

11.15 AM 

1. The participants can choose from Bollywood /English songs but the style of 

dance should be western.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

2. The dance performance should not convey any indecent gestures/vulgar 

demonstration.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3.The participants should carry their own props wherever required.                                                                                                                 

4.  Judgement would be on the basis of Confidence, Coordination, Expressions, 

Costumes & Make up and Overall Performance.

5. Participants should bring their songs in pen drive or CD in mp3 format. 

6. The participating teams are required to keep a backup of their songs/music 

etc. in pendrive, mobile phone in case of non functiong of CD due to any non-

readable format. 

7. The registered participants are required to contact Er. Harsh Kakkar (98765-

02401) , PA system coordinator for the submission of their song/music in the 

Main Auditorium.

8
Folk 

Dance(Group)
4-6 Mins. 6-8 Students 

Reporting Time        

12.15 PM 

1. The dance form should be purely folk. It can be any folk form from any part of 

the country  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

2. The dance performance should not convey any indecent gestures/vulgar 

demonstration.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

3.The participants should carry their own props wherever required.                                                                                                                            

4. Judgement would be on the basis of Confidence, Coordination, Expressions, 

Costumes & Make up and Overall Performance.

5. Participants should bring their songs in pen drive or CD in mp3 format. 

6. The participating teams are required to keep a backup of their songs/music 

etc. in pendrive, mobile phone in case of non functiong of CD due to any non-

readable format. 

7. The registered participants are required to contact Er. Harsh Kakkar (98765-

02401) , PA system coordinator for the submission of their song/music in the 

Main Auditorium.



9
Best Out Of 

Waste

1 Hr 30 

Mins.
2 students only 12.00 - 1.30 PM 

1. Preparation to be done on the spot.                                                                                                                                                                                                

2.All the Participants must bring their own material.                                                                                                                                                                                  

3. The material would be rejected if not found Waste or second hand.                                                                                                                             

4. No ready made or semi finished matter will be accepted  for competition.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

5.  Judgement on the basis of Creativity, Utilization of Ressource, Artistic 

Composition & Design,Eco Friendly Rating, Utility of Product & Overall 

Presentation.

10 Lan Gaming 5 mins. 1 Student Only 12.00 -1:00 PM

1. Preliminiary rounds would be held in case of larger participation.    

2. The winners of the Prelimnary rounds would compete in the final round.   

3. The Game would be based on Car Racing/Unreal Tournament etc. 

4. In case of  any disconnection at any stage of game due to power failure etc. 

the tournament shall be played again.                                                                                                                                                                                       

5. The decision of the judges will be final and binding .

11 Business Plan 4-5 Mins. Upto 2 students 11.30 -1.00 PM

1. Participants have to present their idea in a PowerPoint presentation form, 

consisting of not more than 5 slides.

2. Participants should also bring at least 2 hard copy of their presentation.

3. The 5 slides should contain the following information:

           1st Slide: Your Startup/Company’s name.

           2nd Slide: What problem you are solving and how/what opportunity do 

you see.

           3rd and 4th Slide: Your business plan and revenue model

           5th Slide: About yourself/team

4. Students are required to bring power point presentation in a CD or in a 

pendrive.

5. Medium of expression should be English only. 

6. The work should be original and not be copied from any source.                                           



12 Circuit Debug 1 hr 1 Student Only 12.00 – 1:00  PM 

1.There will be two rounds.

2. The first round will be a technical quiz based on electronics field.

3. Four students will be shortlisted for the next round.

4. In second round, each of the shortlisted students will be given one faulty 

circuit.

5.The candidate who will be able to find the fault and bring the project in 

working condition in least time will be the winner.

6.No mobile or Internet means would be allowed to be used during the event.

7. Power supply, soldering iron and multimeter will be provided by Institute. 

8. Judgment  on the basis of Whether the circuit is in working condition and 

number of faults found.

13 Project Display 1 hr up to 4 Students 11.00-12:00 PM

1.Projects must be technical and in working condition .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

2.Participant should bring their own Laptop.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

3.Students can explain their project with the help of  Slideshow, Videos and 

other Visual aids within 3-4 Mins.                                                                                                                                                                                 

4. Judgement  on the basis of  Aesthetics ,Design , applicability ,Innovation and 

presentation.

5. The participants will be provided 1 hour for setting the project.

14 CAD Hunt 1 hr up to 2 Students 11.30 -12.30 PM

1. Students will be given any live object for instance ( a carburettor , wrist 

watch, water bottle etc.)

2. Vernier caliper will be provided to measure the dimensions of an object.

3.After measuring the dimensions same components is to be draughted on 

computer screen using solid works or Auto CAD software.

4.For Civil Engineering students various layouts of LKCE building, workshop etc 

dimension are to be measured and layout to be drawn using Auto-CAD software                                                                                                                                                 

5.Judgement  on the basis of :                                                                                                                         

• The accuracy of dimensions is must.

• Type of method used for assembly of component.

• Drawing is to be judged by at least 2 Judges.

• The execution of Commands used to draught the component



15 Bridge Making 2 hr up to 5 Students 11.00 – 1:00 PM

1. Maximum 150 sticks will be provided                                                                                                                                                                                              

2. Clear Span:- 35cm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

3. Length should not be less than 40cm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

4.  No rubber-band should be used, only thread should be used with fevicol.                                                                                                                                                                                      

5. Making of Bridge should be explained technically by one of group member 

within 3-4 Mins.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

6.Judgement  on the basis of Weight-Ratio - Total Load Carrying Capacity of 

Stucture / Self Weight of  Stucture.

                                                                         General Rules:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

1.Only one team per event will be registered from Single Institute.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

2.All the Students will bring the Identity card of their Institute.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

3. All the Participants will get Participation Certificate.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

4. The participating teams are required to register themselves  with registration committee and make sure that they reach the designated venue 30 mins. 

before the start of the event.

5. The participating teams are required to keep a backup of their songs/music etc. in pendrive, mobile phone in case of non functiong of CD due to any non-

readable format. 

6. The performace of the students, costumes used etc. should not promote vulgarity by any means.

7. The decison of the Judges will be final and binding  in each event.  


